
Crowding is used both to determine which 
individuals to keep from the last allowable 
front (F3 in graph) AND in Tournament 

Selection to generate new offspring 
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Board Distance for Points in Fronts 1 & 2(p. 
238) 

So the numbers computed on previous slide are imput to this table. 
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Fig 140: Cuboids for points d and 1  
Fig 141:New Parent Population 

The crowding distance is the SUM of the LENGTH of 2 adjacent sides of the cuboid 



Left-most column is combination of parents Pt  and children Qt. 
Middle column is the combined population sorted into fronts. Pt

+1 is the new population of parents 
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50 Generations with ELITISM Without Mutation 

p. 241 



NSGA Solution after 50 generations (without elistism or mutation) 
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NGSA with Mutation 500 generations 
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500 Generations with Elitism with and 
without Mutation 



NSGA after 500 generations (without Mutation) 
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Two types of Errors 

Poor Distribution                 Poor Convergence 



Conclusions on Multi Objective 
Optimization 

•  Most problems are multi objective problems 
•  We usually use single objective methods (and 

perhaps incorporate other objectives as 
constraint) because 
– Multi objective tends to be much more 

computationally expensive than single 
objective optimization 

–  It can be complex to explain multi objective 
results (which can be helped by visualization 
methods) 

–  It can be difficult to quantify all the 
objectives. 
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Conclusions on Multi Objective 
Optimization 

•  If the feasible space is not convex, nonlinear 
programming or other methods involving changing 
weights between objectives, may miss part of 
the Pareto front. 

•  NSGA-II is an effective way to find the Pareto 
Front, but it does take a large number of 
objective function evaluations. 

•  Part of the goal for Pareto Front calculation is to 
find points on (or very close to) the true Pareto 
Front and also not to have big gaps between 
those points. 
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Conclusions on Multi Objective 

•  The inclusion of Elitism via Deb’s method adds 
complexity to the code. 

•  The inclusion of Elitism appears to significantly 
improve performance. 
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Genetic Programming 

•  Genetic Programming applies the concept of 
Genetic Algorithms to Automatic Programming. 

•  Automatic Programming refers to algorithms 
that generate a computer program to do a 
specific task. 

•  Why would you want to use Automatic 
Programming? 
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•  References to this area include: 
•   Koza, John (1992) Genetic Programming MIT 

Press 
•  Mitchell, Melanie (1996) An Introduction to 

Genetic Algorithms, MIT Press (pp 35-53) 
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First Example:  Using Genetic Programming to find 
Relationship between radius and orbit of planet 

•  Suppose that you want to find the relationship between the 
average distance of a plant from the sun (A) and the 
orbital period of the planet (P). 

•  You are given the following data 
•  Planet Name  A   P 
•  Venus   .72   .61 
•  Earth   1.00   1.00 
•  Mars   1.52   1.84 
•  Jupiter   5.20   11.9 
•  Saturn   9.23   29.4 
•  Uranus   19.1   83.5 
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   Genetic  Programming uses Parse Trees rather 
than binary strings for decision variables 

 
 
 This  

Example of a parse 
tree for (A3)1/2 = 

SQRT(*A(*AA)))  (Lisp)   

This is an example of  
simple program 

Terminal 

Function 
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Contents of Parse Tree 

•  The tree consists of  

•  Functions-  the set of commands available for 
building solution expressions 

•  Terminals-  the set of data (includes decision 
variables) for the solution expression  

•  The following shows more examples of parse 
trees representing a possible solution to the 
problem.  

•   
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Three possible solutions to the relationship between P and 
A 
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Crossover in Genetic Programming 

Crossover Point 

Parents 

Offspring 
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Genetic Programming is … 

•  Essential aspects of GP 
– Dynamic length structures (usually trees) 
–  Evaluate by Execution 
–  Syntax Preserving Operators 

•  Non essentials of GP 
–  Parentheses (Lisp Syntax) 
–  Lisp Commands 
–  Tree Structures 

How Different from GA? 


